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RENOVOTEC INTRODUCES RENTAL SCHEME FOR THE
MARKET’S ONLY RFID PORTABLE PRINTER
--New ‘Zebra ZQ630’ mobile printer supports market demand for onthe-move RFID label printing
--Smart RFID labels enable inventory tracking through the supply
chain
--Renovotec’s introductory offer: rent five ZQ630s for the price of
four with the option to buy later
For immediate release 14 October 2020---Renovotec, the UK’s fastest growing
rugged hardware, software and services provider for supply chain companies is
introducing a rental scheme for the new Zebra ZQ630, the market’s only RFIDenabled portable printer according to Zebra. Renovotec’s new scheme supports
market demand for on-the-move printing, while RFID labels enable products and
their associated data to be tracked through supply chains for optimum inventory
control. The scheme will launch with a ‘rent five for the price of four’ offer running
from 1 November 2020 to end February 2021. The ZQ630 rental service includes a
‘buy later’ option.
“The new ZQ630 is both portable and powerful, delivering warehouse speed and
flexibility with smart RFID capability” says Renovotec managing director Richard
Gilliard. “Market demand for mobile RFID label printing is accelerating as we
approach the seasonal spike but there is some resistance to capital expenditure
amongst supply chain users. Rental gets round the problem.”
ZQ630 profile
A new addition to Zebra’s ZQ600 Series, the lightweight, comfortable ZQ630 is also
durable, having a tempered glass display and seamless one-piece design, and uses
a high capacity mAh battery that lasts an entire shift. The ZQ630 offers fast, secure
wireless connections plus a large display, user-friendly interface and easilycustomised menu. Zebra’s thermal printing ensures consistent, optimised
performance according to the manufacturer.
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Company background (www.renovotec.com)
Renovotec is the UK’s fastest growing provider of rugged hardware software and services
for supply chain users. The company’s approach to rugged hardware purchase and rental is
customer-driven and manufacturer-independent.
Renovotec’s rugged-hardware-as-a-service (r-HaaS) combines ongoing user support with
zero capital outlay, allowing companies to scale their hardware flexibly, and with confidence.
Renovotec is an expert in field mobility service technology running on rugged mobile
devices, and is the UK’s leading exponent of automatic data capture (AIDC) on rugged and
mobile hardware using voice, scanning and RFID technology.

